Temporary
Buildings.
Endless
Possibilities.
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Fews is a family business and
headed up by Ian Few, who brings
with him 20 years’ experience of
supplying buildings to businesses,
the public sector and major
events throughout the UK and
Europe.
Backed up by a team of
experienced project managers,
site managers, foremen and
installation crews, the business
has grown to become one of the
foremost UK-based companies.
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Innovation
Everywhere
Fews brings to market a range
of high quality temporary
buildings to provide cost
effective turnkey solutions for
a range of uses whether that
be seasonal storage, temporary
warehousing & storage, logistic
canopies, emergency cover and
much more.
Based in Worcestershire UK,
the company is perfectly
positioned to service businesses
nationwide as well as mainland
Europe, and offer a personal
service, free site appraisals and
fast response times.

Ian Few
Managing
Director

Matt Porter
Head of
Sales &
Marketing
Barny Jones
Project
Manager

Temporary Buildings
Built to Last
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Service
We offer an exceptional service and will strive
to find the perfect temporary building for
your business with our proactive and personal
approach. Each customer request is led from
enquiry to build by one of our expertly
trained project managers ensuring continuity
and a seamless process. We understand the
need to react quickly in some situations, so
our processes allow the fast turnaround of
projects. Site visits are essential, free and
without obligation.

We’ve been at the
forefront of temporary
buildings since 1998
and we haven’t
stood still since

We can also advise on specialist services for
Finance Options, Site Scanning, Ground Works
and Planning Permission.

Fast Installation
If your requirement is urgent, we can assemble
a 1000sqm capacity building within 24 hours.
We hold significant stocks and will advise on
the turnaround time in each case.

Turnkey Solutions
We are experts in the temporary structures
industry and we can offer full turnkey solutions
for a variety of applications. Beyond the
structure, we can include lighting, heating, air
conditioning and power distribution if required.

Maintenance
Maintenance contracts are available (whether
you hire or purchase) to ensure your building
remains in a safe and fully operational
condition.

Why
Fews
Industrial?

Safety

Environmental

Coverage

In conjunction with independent
industry specific consultants we
have created robust and detailed
documented safe systems.

Wherever possible we look
for ways to adopt sustainable
working practices. In the last
5 years we have installed a
comprehensive biomass system
to heat our warehouse and
offices, including the supply of
hot water. Recently, we further
extended our commitment to
the environment by introducing
solar power to generate
electricity.

We have nationwide coverage
and beyond if required, so our
temporary buildings are available
to hire or purchase anywhere in
the UK and mainland Europe.

From our overall policies to
method statements for different
structure types, risk assessments
for hazardous activities and
documented inspection systems
of our equipment, you can be
sure that our tried and tested
systems can be relied upon. In
addition, our crews are trained
in H&S procedures and wear
appropriate PPE at all times.
All of our buildings can have site
specific structural engineering
calculations.

When coming to the end of their
use, our buildings can be fully
re-used or relocated. Over 90%
of materials can be recycled at
the end of their life making them
an environmentally sustainable
proposition.
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Why Temporary
Buildings?
Our temporary buildings are faster
to install and are a cost-effective
alternative to a traditional construction.

Cost Savings
It is possible to achieve up to 70% cost savings when hiring a temporary
building when compared to a permanent building.

Speed
A temporary building can be erected in just a few days, giving you the additional
on-site space without the need for groundworks or the inconvenience and
business disruption of hiring off-site space.

Flexibility
Modular structures provide the most flexible method to create a new building.
We stock structures in 5m bay increments along the width and length. If this
doesn’t work for your size, we can build a bespoke solution at any size. We
can design, install and sell a solution, or hire over a period of time to suit your
needs. As your business requirements evolve, you have the choice to buy, modify,
relocate or even dismantle your temporary building.

Risk Management
In uncertain times, a temporary building is a lower risk option than
constructing a permanent facility.

On Budget.
On Time.
Every Time.
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Sectors
Industrial
 Warehousing
 Manufacturing
 Chilled Storage
 Logistics
 Emergency Structures

Retail
 Automotive Showrooms
 Shops & Restaurants
 Refurbishment
 Disaster Recovery &
Emergency Structures

Sport
 Sports Halls
 Training Facilities
 Gyms
 Ice Rinks

Other
 Education
 TV & Film
 Temporary Venues
 Agricultural
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Our Products
Constructed from high grade aluminium
and steel, our temporary buildings are
engineered to withstand high loads from
wind, snow and rain, and are designed
to last many years.
We use fire retardant, durable PVC for
the roofs and can fit a variety of wall and
roof styles whether you need additional
security or enhanced insulation.
Our buildings can
be specified in any
size. Typically, we
offer up to 8m eave
height, and any
width or length in
5m bay increments.

However, this is not
a limitation on what
can be designed and
built if something
different is required
to suit your site.

Ground
Preparation
& Fixings
The best base for any
building is a new or
existing concrete pad.
That said, we can build on
a variety of surfaces and
will adapt our fixings as
appropriate.
All our buildings are
wind and snow loaded
to BS6399.
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Double Skin Insulated Roof

Single Skin Steel Walling

Non-Insulated
Buildings

Part-Insulated
Buildings

A cost effective option with excellent
weather protection, ideal for storing
less temperature sensitive goods or
equipment.
The roof is made from single skin
PVC and the walls are either PVC
or corrugated sheet steel for greater
security. The main framework is
made from aluminium with steel
connecting joints.

The ideal solution when the stored
products are not temperature sensitive
but can be damaged by condensation.
Standard single skin walls with a
thermo roof will eliminate condensation,
giving your stock the required level of
protection, especially if you are storing
products packaged in paper or cardboard.

Single Skin PVC
Roof & Walls

Thermo Roof with Single
Skin Steel Walling
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Thermo Roof

Thermo Roof

Insulated Sandwich
Panel Walling

Insulated Sandwich
Panel Walling

Solution Includes Internal Insulated Lining - See Below

Insulated
Buildings
Our fully insulated buildings are fitted
with a combination of inflated thermo
roofs and gables, and insulated walling.
This combination eliminates condensation
build up and is ideal where temperature
control is required for either storing
temperature sensitive goods or where
personnel are expected to work within
the building.

Thermo Roof Pump

Thermo Roofs
and Gables
A unique and innovative addition
to temporary buildings, the thermo
twin-skin PVC is an air-filled roof
which uses an electric pump system
to maintain a constant inflation. This
roof system eliminates condensation
internally and enhances thermal
insulation.

Super-Insulated
Buildings
When the goods you are storing must
be kept within a very low temperature
range, we can supply buildings with an
enhanced level of insulation.
In addition to insulating the outer roofs
and walls, we can fit thermal linings
using a 21no. layer multifoil insulation
to create a near airtight seal.

Super Insulated Lining

Insulated Walls
We use insulated sandwich
wall panels with a closed cell
building that produces a very high
insulation value and ensures very
low water vapour permeability.
The closed cell structure also
prevents the core from absorbing
water. These panels help maintain
consistent internal temperatures.
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Flooring

Accessories

Should a concrete pad or hard standing be
unavailable, we can supply a level, integrated floor
solution. This can be designed to withstand weights
of several tonnes.

Personnel Doors

Guttering and downpipes

For safety, security and ease of use, we can fit our
temporary buildings with steel, locking personnel doors
with emergency exit bars.

The British weather is very unpredictable so to ensure
our temporary buildings can withstand the amount of
rain they’ll be exposed to, we can fit our buildings with
industrial grade guttering and downpipes to ensure water
is drained properly from the roof of your building and
away from the site.

Sliding Doors

Lighting

A cost-effective solution to allow a large opening into
buildings (e.g. for forklift/vehicle access). These can be
clad in either insulated or non-insulated panels.

For some applications we can specify energy efficient
LED lights, emergency exit and flood lighting. We can also
install power distribution and sockets, connect mains
power or supply temporary power solutions. All of which
is signed off by a qualified electrician.

Roller Shutters

Heating & Air Conditioning

Ideal for temporary warehousing and loading bays, we
offer both high and low usage roller shutter doors with
manual or electric operation which are ideal for busy
sites where quick and easy access to the temporary
buildings is needed. In addition, we can supply high-speed
roller shutter doors.

Should your building need to be heated or cooled, we
can design a system that is integrated to the building
specification and layout, providing the most efficient
solution in terms of ongoing fuel costs and minimising
the intrusion of floor and wall space.
Remote monitoring and telematics can be added for
peace of mind.
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The Sky is
The Limit

Redefining Temporary
Buildings.

Registered
Company Address

Registered
Company Name

Chessgrove Park,
Ditchford Bank Road,
Hanbury, Bromsgrove,
Worcestershire,
B60 4HS

Fews Marquees Ltd

Contact

+44 (0)1527 821 789
info@temporarystructures.co.uk

Company Registration
Number

03930939
VAT Registration
Number

GB 8194028 27

temporarystructures.co.uk

